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People are the key to our biggest challenges



Can we grow next generation influencers?



Ellen Hume
Interdisciplinary 
systems scientist

Lisa McClaren
Social scientist 
& activist

Who are the Next Generation Influencers?

Paul Mudge
Scientist, soil 
organic matter

Rachel Cooper
Climate change advisor

Sam Lang
Regenerative farmer & 
researcher

Carla Muller
Agricultural economist 
& director



Alex McCall
Social entrepreneurship 
& tech
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Kolja Schaller
Land management 
advisor

Will Tait-Jamieson
Marine conservationist

Rebecca Hyde
Environmental consultant 
& S+B farmer 

Angela Clifford
Food grower & 
gastronationalist

Manaia Cunningham
Marae garden volunteer

Nicola McHaffie
Catchment management 
advisor



NGI networks



How did NGI work?



Making change happen

Systems thinking

Design thinking

Mentoring
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Science

Communication

Understanding

Knowledge

Influence

Telling our stories
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Connecting people to our land through food

Food is a lens
through which 
to understand 
our land

“proud to be a 

farmer in NZ”

“we look after the 

land and the land 

looks after us”
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Mahinga kai



Mahinga kai and Feast Matariki
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Te Ao Māori
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If you are not being 
challenged how will 
you ensure you have 
the most robust ideas 
and best possible 
science and 
outcomes?

“The surrounding rural landscape is enriched with 

resilient enterprises and ecosystems—an intertwined 

mosaic of the traditional and the new.”

Diversity of thought
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Engage early

Diversity of views

Identify where best to 
intervene with 
‘solutions’

“We look after the land and the land looks after us. 

We have prosperous communities and whānau.”

Water quality decline

Creating meaningful value: 
engaging to co-define problems
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The power of bringing 
together a diverse range 
of people who are 
passionate and can all 
contribute to solution 
design
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“They sit in silence, thankful for what New Zealanders have 
achieved together as kaitiaki for themselves and their descendants”

Creating meaningful value: 
engaging to co-produce solutions



Move from here…

Restricted view = limited impact

Our challenge to you



Collectively achieve impact and change = achieve our vision

… to here



He pātai koutou? Questions?
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